
IT PARTNER

IN HEALTHCARE

RANGE OF 

EXPERTISE

DIVERSIFIED 

SKILLS

Clinical areas Administrative and 

application areas

Strategic advisors

Program and project managers

Architects

Clinical analysts

IT analysts

Developers and testers

Technology/infrastructure experts

Project controller

(Project Mode and/or 

Talent Suppliers)

� Architecture and project

management

� Support and development of

legacy applications

� Cloud modernisation

For many years, we have been working with health institutions supporting their need with developing applications, 

integrating systems and delivering key IT infrastructure projects. Whether you need strategic support, the peace of 

mind of having a team committed to quality delivery of your project or simply looking for key talents to complete 

your team - COFOMO is here for you, every step of the way.

� Medical imaging

� Laboratory

� Pharmacy / Drugs

� Telemedicine

� EHR, QHR, DCI, EMR, HL7

� Payroll / HR

� Appointments

� Integration and interoperability

� Interface development

� Implementation of ServiceNow

solutions

� Change management

� Security

COCREATION

& PLANNING

FLEXIBLE DELIVERY

MODELS

APPLICATION 

MAINTENANCE

AND UPGRADE

250+
CONSULTANTS

25+
FRAMEWORK 

AGREEMENTS

360° SERVICES

Meeting your transformational needs
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WE ARE HERE TO STAY

THE COFOMO 

ADVANTAGE

We contributed to a large number of 

key initiatives:

CONTACT US

ABOUT COFOMO

From cloud computing and intelligent platforms to software 
development and strategic consulting, Cofomo offers a one-stop 
shop for services and solutions. Leveraging its centres of 
expertise, world-class technology partners and commitment to 
client success, Cofomo has earned a reputation for excellence 
in project management.

info@cofomo.com
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� EHR - Opportunity and business cases

� Consolidation of data processing centres

� Optimisation of technological tools and facilities

� IT service management and biomedical

engineering software with Service Now

(migration and data)

� Development of the Prescription software

� Primary Care Access Point (GAP)

� Infrastructure migration to cloud (AWS and

Microsoft Azure)

� Planning, optimisation and migration of IT

infrastructure and support for several projects

supported by advanded tools and access to 

a large number of experts

Flexible pricing that can adapt

to your operations

Experienced recruitment team

Solid strategic and technical

health expertise

Flexible delivery options giving you the

leverage Cofomo for a variety of needs

With close than 30 years supporting Québec organisation 

with IT innovation and modernization, COFOMO employs 

close to 3000 IT specialists and experts in their field and 

continues to grow with a 17% annual compound growth.

COFOMO, a partner of 

choice in healthcare.


